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        OVERVIEW 1: ANCIENT TO MODERN WORLD 

 TOPIC 1
A world in change 

  1.1  Overview
 Numerous  videos  and  interactivities  are embedded just where you need them, at the point of learning, in 
your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au . They will help you to learn the concepts covered in this topic. 

 1.1.1 The Middle Ages 
 Enormous changes took place in the world from about 650 CE to the early fi fteenth century. Following the 
fall of the Western Roman Empire in 476 CE, new forces shaped Europe and the old civilisations of western 
Asia and North Africa, while newer civilisations emerged in Africa, the  Americas and other parts of Asia. 

 In this topic, we will explore changes in the Western, Islamic and Asian worlds in the period between 
ancient and early modern times. The terms  Middle Ages  and  medieval  (which means ‘of the Middle Ages’) are 
often used to refer to this period. However, most historians use these terms only for events in Europe, western 
Asia and North Africa. This is because the Americas, the Pacifi c, Australia and other parts of Asia and Africa 
were not affected by such events until later. 

 Much of the period studied in this topic falls during Europe’s Early Middle Ages (from the late fi fth 
century to about 1000 CE). This time period saw the spread of Christianity in Europe and the rise of a new 
religion, Islam, and its expansion across much of the world. These changes would shape the world’s history 
right up to our own age. We will also be looking at some events during the Late Middle Ages. This period 
saw growth of the world’s population, changes in technology and renewed growth of cities and trade.  

 SOURCE 1  A church and the defensive walls and towers protecting the medieval city of Kotor in Montenegro. 
Religious faith and the ever-present threat of war were two of the main concerns of most people living between 
ancient and early modern times.
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 Big questions 
 As you work through this topic, look for 
information that will help you to answer 
these questions: 
1.    How did societies change during the 

period between ancient and early 
modern times?  

2.   How did beliefs and values infl uence 
societies in this period?  

3.   What were the relationships between 
rulers and people?  

4.   How did contact and confl ict occur 
between different societies?  

5.   What people, groups and ideas from 
this period have infl uenced the 
modern world?   

 Starter questions 
1.    Can you name two movies set in 

medieval times?  
2.   What impressions of medieval times 

did you get from these movies?  
3.   Use the timeline above to fi nd three 

events that could have changed the 
world.  

4.   Why did you choose those three 
events?   

 A timeline of the period between ancient and early modern times 

CE

CE

476
The last Western Roman
emperor is deposed.

c. 581
The Sui dynasty reuni�es
China until 618.

600–799
Christianity spreads
throughout
much of Europe.

800
Charlemagne is crowned as
‘Emperor of the Holy Roman
Empire’.

c. 802
The Khmer Empire is founded
in Cambodia.

1099
The First Crusade captures
Jerusalem from the Muslims.

1218–1260
The Mongols invade Afghanistan,
Persia, Russia, parts of eastern
Europe and China.

1368
The Ming dynasty is founded
in China.

c. 618
The Tang dynasty rules

China until 907.

630
Muslims conquer much

of the Middle East.

793
The Vikings begin attacking

Christian settlements.
Attacks continue until the

Vikings convert to Christianity
c. 1000.

1066
The Normans conquer

England.

1206
The Delhi sultanate

spreads Islam in India.

1280
The Mongol Empire

reaches its peak.

1291
The Last Crusade fails.

1100–1199
Feudal lords dominate

Japan.

400–499
‘Barbarians’ invade the

Western Roman Empire.
The Indian Gupta Empire

is destroyed by the
White Huns.
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  1.2  How do we know about the world between 
c. 650 and 1400? 
 1.2.1 Medieval primary sources 
 Much of our knowledge of history is based on evidence from primary sources. Generally, we know more 
about medieval times than about many ancient societies because more evidence has survived. Yet  we 
know less about some specifi c medieval societies than we know about ancient Egypt, China, India, 
Greece or Rome because there are gaps in our evidence. These gaps have occurred because some soci-
eties did not keep written records, some sources have been lost and most people from this period could 
not read or write. 

 Written sources 
 Bias is common in many medieval written sources. Very often, there is recorded evidence of only one 
side in a confl ict. Also, the people who made written records usually came from the privileged groups in 
a society. For example, in medieval China, most written records were made by scholars who served as 
government offi cials. In Europe, especially during the Early Middle Ages, most written records were made 
by monks and people belonging to the Church. Such evidence usually gives us only one perspective. 

 Archaeological sources 
 We have many archaeological sources from the period between ancient and early modern times. 
For example, some medieval manuscripts have been preserved in libraries since they were created. 
Other sources have been discovered by archaeologists. Some sources still stand where they were 
built. These provide us with information such as the religious beliefs of the people of that period. 
There are Christian churches, Muslim mosques, Buddhist and Hindu temples, Jewish synagogues, 
the sacred sites of other religions and the art that represents ideas of these faiths. Other remains tell 
us about everyday life, work and trade. These include medieval towns, their walls and traces of vil-
lages. Sources like castles, weapons and armour tell us about war, which was a constant feature of 
this period. 

   SOURCE 1  Medieval stocks at Stow-on-the-Wold, England. As 
punishment for small crimes during the Middle Ages, people had 
their feet locked in stocks like these.   

   SOURCE 2  A later medieval knight’s 
suit of armour in the Palazzo Ducale, 
now a museum in Venice, Italy   
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 1.2.2 Medieval unsolved mysteries 
 There are still many unsolved 
mysteries about this period, and 
you will encounter some of these 
throughout this course. Perhaps 
we will learn more someday 
through the discovery of lost 
archaeological traces, but we 
will probably never know the 
answers to some questions. Here 
are a few examples of issues that 
historians continue to investigate 
and debate. 
 •    Why and how were the  followers 

of a new religion, Islam, able to conquer 
huge areas during the seventh century?  

 •   Why was western Europe technologi-
cally backward compared with the Byz-
antine and Islamic empires during the 
Early Middle Ages?  

 •   What happened in societies where there 
were no written records during this 
period, such as in Australia, some parts 
of Asia and Europe, and most of Africa, 
America and the Pacifi c?  

 •   Why did it take hundreds of years for 
printing to be used in Europe after its 
invention in Asia?  

 •   Why and how was a group of nomads 
from Mongolia able to create the largest 
empire that has ever existed in Europe 
and Asia?   

 1.2.3 Using sources 
 You can gain some understanding of the 
world between ancient and early modern 
times from just a few sources. To analyse 
a source, you need to ask these historical 
questions: 
 •    What is this source?  
 •   When was this source made, built or 

created?  
 •   Where is this source from?  
 •   Who created this source?  
 •   What was the purpose of this source?   

 Use these historical questions to examine the sources below. Remember to keep these questions in mind 
as you examine the various sources presented throughout this topic.   

   SOURCE 3  This artwork, held in the Summer Palace in Beijing, shows 
a battle between the Jurchen and the Song in the twelfth century. The 
artist and date of creation are unknown.   

   SOURCE 4  The market square in Tallinn, Estonia. In medieval 
times, goods were bought and sold in this town square.   

   SOURCE 5  The Thapae Gate is one of fi ve original gates still 
in the walls of the city of Chiang Mai. This city was founded 
in northern Thailand in 1296.   
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1.3 Life in the Middle Ages
1.3.1 Imagining living in the Early Middle Ages
What was life like during medieval times? There is no simple answer because life was very different in 
 different places. There were also great changes over several centuries. During the time of the ancient Roman 
Empire, peace had generally been enforced under the Pax Romana. But in the Early Middle Ages there 
were often wars. In western Europe, Germanic rulers fought each other frequently. In eastern Europe, there 
were wars between Byzantines, Magyars, Khazars, Arabs, Avars, Slavs, Russians and Bulgarians.

Imagine it is early morning in a small village. You wake up and see people eating and preparing to work 
in their fields. Suddenly a terrifying noise shatters the peace. Swords and spears clang against shields as 
hordes of fierce warriors appear in the light of the rising sun. With bloodthirsty battle cries, they charge 
towards your defenceless village. Desperately, you flee with your parents across the fields towards the 
forest. Minutes later, you reach the woods and, exhausted, you crawl into thick scrub to hide. You look back 
in fear. Already your village is in flames and men are being hacked down with swords. Women and children 
are being tied together to be herded off into slavery.

Such was life for many people during the Early Middle Ages. This was a time of conflict caused by huge 
migrations and invasions. There was the rise of a new social system, and changes in population and the way 
people farmed. In Europe, Asia and Africa, life was often dangerous. Tribes fought to become kingdoms 
and kingdoms rose and fell in wars over land, trade and religion. Because of this, much of the learning of 
the ancient world was lost.

1.2 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check your understanding
1. History is based on evidence from primary sources. Why are there gaps in our evidence about some ancient 

societies?
2. Why are written sources from the period 650–1750 CE quite likely to be biased?
3. Archaeological sources provide us with information about the period from 650 to 1750 CE and in many cases 

provide evidence of aspects of the period.
(a) A suit of armour tells us about war during the period 650–1750 CE. True or false?
(b) A village tells us about everyday life, work and trade. True or false?
(c) A temple tells us about religious beliefs. True or false?

Apply your understanding
4. Study Source 1 closely.

(a) What is it and what was it for?
(b) During what period of history was it used?
(c) Where is it from?
(d) How was it used?
(e) What conclusions can you draw about one aspect of medieval times from this source?

5. Study Sources 2, 4 and 5 closely.
(a) Using activity 1 as a model, frame your own historical questions to analyse each of these sources.
(b) Answer the questions you asked as far as it is possible to do so using just the information in the sources 

and their captions.
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 1.3.2 Life in the Late Middle Ages 
 How much life changed for any group of people over almost a thousand years depended very much on 
where they lived and what position they held in their society. Yet there were some general changes that 
were common to many societies in later medieval times. Changes in technology made it possible to feed 
more people and led to signifi cant increases in populations. This meant cities and towns grew in places 
where they had shrunk during early medieval times. 

 However, life was 
still diffi cult. People 
were smaller in size than 
most modern-day people 
because their quality of 
food was poorer. Many 
women died in childbirth 
and many children died 
before they could grow 
up. Huge numbers of 
people continued to die in 
 epidemics , famines and 
wars. In many places, life 
was no more secure than 
it had been hundreds of 
years earlier. Very few 
people lived past forty 
years of age. Life was 
hard and  peasants  were at 
the mercy of their rulers.    

   SOURCE 2  A modern artist’s reconstruction of a typical house of a rich 
landowning family in medieval times. Unlike the houses of poor people, some 
of these houses have survived to our times.   

   SOURCE 1  A modern artist’s impression of a Viking raid   
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SOURCE 3 A modern artist’s reconstruction of a typical house of a poor peasant 
family in medieval times

1.3 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check your understanding
1. Give two reasons why it is impossible to fully answer the question, ‘What was life like in medieval times?’.
2. Fill in the blank spaces to accurately complete the following statements.

(a) During the Early Middle Ages _______________ was caused by huge migrations and _______________.
(b) Wars were fought over land, trade and _______________.
(c) In later medieval times, changes in _______________ made it possible to feed more people, and so there 

were big increases in _______________ levels.
(d) In later medieval times, many died in _______________, famines and _______________.

Apply your understanding
3. Look carefully at Sources 2 and 3.

(a) Describe the features of the rich landowning family’s house.
(b) Describe the features of the peasant family’s house.
(c) Write three questions you would ask to compare the lives of the occupants of two such houses.
(d) Name three kinds of primary sources that could have provided the evidence to create these two 

illustrations.
4. How do you think the people who lived in the poor family’s house would have regarded the rich?
5. How do you think the rich families would have regarded the poor families?

 Complete this digital doc: Worksheet 1.1: Analysing a visual source

RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY
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  1.4  People on the move 
 1.4.1 People on the move 
 During the fourth century CE, great empires existed in Europe, Asia and Africa. These were the Roman 
Empire of Europe, the Sassanian Empire of Persia, the Gupta Empire of India and the states that replaced 
the Han Empire of China. These civilisations were based on farming. Most of their people were peasants 
whose work supported ruling classes of nobles, warriors and priests. Outside these empires, most people 
were  nomadic  herders. Migrations of nomads would cause centuries of chaos and bring enormous changes 
to the empires. 

   SOURCE 1  A map showing invasions and migrations in the Early Middle Ages in Europe, Africa and Asia 
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 India and China 
 The Gupta Empire was founded in India in 320 CE when Prince Chandragupta defeated his rivals. 
His son  went on to create an empire stretching across northern India. This great civilisation was 
destroyed  at  the  end of the fi fth century by the White Huns, barbarian nomads who massacred entire 
populations. 

 In China, the Han dynasty had controlled a vast empire that had trading links with Rome and Persia. 
But the Han were overthrown in 220 CE. It took over 360 years of civil wars between the Chinese states, 
and invasions by Turkish and Mongolian nomads, before China was restored under the Sui dynasty 
(580–618 CE) and the Tang dynasty (618–907 CE).  

RESIZE
167 MM X 117 MM
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 DID YOU KNOW? 
 The time of the Gupta Empire was considered a golden age in India. It saw great advances in art, literature, 
mathematics and science. Indian scholars revolutionised mathematics by developing a symbol for zero and the 
numerals we now use in place of Roman numerals. They knew the Earth was round and that it orbited the Sun. 

 Printing was invented in China under the Tang dynasty. The earliest printed book was produced in 868 CE, long 
before printing was fi rst used in Europe. 

  SOURCE 2  A relief sculpture in the Hippodrome of Constantinople. The 
Hippodrome was the centre of Byzantine political, social and sporting life. 
This sculpture, erected in 390 CE, portrays Roman Emperor Theodosius I 
among his court.  

 Do you want to explore more? Link to  myWorld History Atlas  to explore important 
historical events from different periods and regions of the world.  
  www.myworldatlas.com.au   

 �   China: the Middle Kingdom
 � Transformation of the Roman world
 � Byzantine Empire  

 The fall of the Western Roman Empire 
 The Roman Empire weakened from about 180 CE. Over the following three centuries, Rome’s power 
collapsed as people the Romans called barbarians swept into its territories. In 476 CE, a German chieftain 
named Odoacer deposed the last Western Roman emperor. Historians often use this event to mark the end 
of the ancient world and the beginning of the Middle Ages. 

 The Byzantine and Persian empires 
 Despite constant attacks by their 
nomadic enemies, two great 
empires remained. These were 
the Eastern Roman (Byzantine) 
Empire in Europe and the Sas-
sanian Empire in Persia. The 
Goths, Franks and others who 
formed kingdoms in the former 
lands of the Western Roman 
Empire regarded themselves as 
Roman and acknowledged the 
authority of the Eastern Roman 
emperor in Constantinople. For 
centuries the  Byzantine Empire 
kept ancient Roman culture 
alive. For a short time in the 
sixth century it managed to 
regain territories of the Western 
Roman Empire. But the Persian 
and Byzantine empires were 
weakened by destructive wars 
with each other. Persia was 
conquered by Muslim Arabs in 
651 CE. A shrinking Byzan-
tine Empire survived until 1453 
CE when its capital, Constan-
tinople, was overrun by the Turks.   UNCORRECTED P
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 1.4.2 Movements of peoples 
 The Early Middle Ages were times of confl ict caused by violent invasions by nomadic tribes who burst 
out of the  steppes  of Central Asia, the deserts of Arabia and the cold lands of northern Europe. Among the 
invaders were groups fl eeing others who had invaded their homelands. Land occupied by signifi cant groups 
is shown in Source 3. 
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   SOURCE 3  A map showing invasions and migrations in the Early Middle Ages in Europe, Africa and Asia   
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 Germanic peoples 
 The Goths, Vandals, Burgundians and Franks were Germanic peoples. The Goths migrated south to the 
Black Sea coast in the third century. invasion by the Huns in 372–5 CE forced the Goths to fl ee into Roman 
territory. From the fi fth century, the Goths divided into Ostrogoths and Visigoths while the Vandals and 
Burgundians occupied Roman territories. In the following century the Franks conquered most of  Gaul . 

 Huns 
 From about 370 CE, Central Asian nomads called Huns invaded eastern Europe. These ferocious fi ghters 
attacked their enemies by fi ring arrows from horseback. They carved out a huge empire from Central Asia 
to Germany before an alliance of Romans, Visigoths and Burgundians defeated them in 455 CE. 

 Celts 
 Celtic tribes had spread to Britain and Ireland after 500 BCE. Following the Roman invasion of Britain 
in 43 CE, the Celts (Britons) lived under Roman rule until the Roman army left Britain in 410 CE. The 
Britons were then overrun by invading Saxons, Angles and Jutes. 
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   SOURCE 4  A painting by Johann Nepomuk Geiger, 1873, depicting the Huns in battle with the Alans. The Alans 
were a group of Iranian-speaking tribes who settled in the Balkans during the time of the Roman Empire. About 
370 CE, the Huns invaded, and the Alans moved with the Vandals into Roman Gaul.

 Saxons, Angles and Jutes 
 These tribes from Germany and Denmark invaded Britain in the fi fth century. The Britons fought back but 
they were steadily driven into the western corner of their island. In most of Britain, the invaders destroyed 
every trace of Roman civilisation. 

 The word  England  comes from a phrase meaning ‘Angle people’s land’, and the invaders came to be 
known as Anglo-Saxons. They lived in villages in small kingdoms. Each Anglo-Saxon king was a war 
leader who ruled with the help of thanes (nobles) and the Witan (a kind of early parliament or council of 
advisers). Anglo-Saxon England united as a nation only in the tenth century after it was almost completely 
conquered by Danish Vikings. 

 The Anglo-Saxons spoke the earliest form of English, which is called Old English. However, they had no 
written language until they became Christians from the seventh century. Among their few written records 
is the  Anglo-Saxon Chronicle , a year-by-year record of events in their kingdoms. It was commenced four 
centuries after the invasions. Another famous Anglo-Saxon text is the epic saga  Beowulf . This legend of a 
Scandinavian warrior was handed down by word of mouth until it was written down between the eighth and 
eleventh centuries (see  subtopic 3.2 ).  

 Do you want to explore more? Link to  myWorld History Atlas  to explore important 
historical events from different periods and regions of the world.  
  www.myworldatlas.com.au   

 �   Invasion of Britain  

 Rouran (also called Juan-Juan) and Avars 
 The Rouran were nomadic tribes who raided China’s northern borders from the fourth century to the 
sixth century. They expanded westwards, causing other tribes to fl ee before them. In 552 CE, their power 
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was broken by Turkish tribes, who revolted against them, and northern Chinese armies. It is possible that 
the Avars who moved into eastern Europe about this time were the Rouran. The invading Avars caused 
Slavic peoples (Serbs and Croats) to fl ee south. They, in turn, pushed the Greeks further down the Balkan 
 Peninsula. The Avar state was fi nally destroyed by Franks and Bulgarians in 796 CE. 

 Turks 
 In the sixth century, the Turks spread south almost to India and west to the  Caucasus , where they became 
known as Khazars. From the eighth century, their ruling classes adopted  Judaism  as their religion. In the 
tenth century, the Russians destroyed the Khazar Empire. 

 Bedouins 
 In the seventh century following the rise of Islam, Bedouin nomads poured out of the deserts of Arabia, 
conquering all before them. 

 Norse (or Vikings) 
 From the eighth century to the eleventh century, the Norse peoples from Sweden, Norway, Denmark and 
Finland created new terrors. They plundered and settled coastal areas as far apart as Ireland, Russia, the 
Byzantine Empire and Italy (see  Topic 3 ). 

 Magyars 
 In the ninth and tenth centuries, Hungarian nomads called Magyars attacked central and western Europe. In 
955 CE, German forces infl icted such a massive defeat upon them that the Magyars fl ed back to Hungary.    

 1.4 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note : Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check your understanding  
1.    What was the main difference in the way of life for people who lived within empires compared with those 

who lived outside empires?  
2.   During what period did the Gupta Empire exist?  
3.   What happened in China between the Han and Sui dynasties?  
4.   Which empire carried on the culture of the ancient Roman Empire?  
5.   What weakened both the Persian and Byzantine empires?  
6.   Make a timeline for the years 200–1000 CE showing the events outlined in this spread.   

 Apply your understanding  
7.    Look carefully at  Source 1 . Although it was painted 1500 years after the events it describes, its details are 

supported by primary sources. 
(a)    What appear to be the Huns’ main fi ghting tactics?  
(b)   Which piece of equipment used by modern horse riders do the Huns lack?  
(c)   What does the fact that they could fi ght on horseback without this piece of equipment tell us about their 

skills?  
(d)   Why do you think the Huns were so widely feared?    

8.   Study  Source 2  and explain why it is a useful source of evidence to support the continuity of Roman culture 
into the Early Middle Ages.  

9.   Study  Source 3  and then compare it with a modern map. 
(a)    Where did the Huns, Avars and Turks come from?  
(b)   Which countries did they occupy?  
(c)   Which parts of the former Roman Empire were occupied by the Vandals, Visigoths, Ostrogoths and 

Franks?  
(d)   Which country was threatened by the Saxons?    

10.   Use the internet to prepare a report on the archaeological discoveries at Sutton Hoo in England and what 
they reveal about the Anglo-Saxons.   
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  1.5  Religions on the move 
 1.5.1 Islam’s spread 
 The spread of Islam and Christianity in the Early Middle Ages shaped the world we live in today. From 
the sixth century, the rise of Islam in Arabia created a powerful new civilisation that expanded into three 
continents 

     Complete this digital doc:   Worksheet 1.2: People on the move    

  RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY   

 The religion of Islam was founded in Arabia by the prophet Mohammed (570–632 CE). Its followers 
were called Muslims, and by the time of Mohammed’s death all the Arabian tribes had converted to Islam. 
Within just over one hundred years, Muslim Arabs conquered vast areas of Asia, Africa and even south-
western Europe. 
 •    Between 630 CE and the early eighth century, the Muslims conquered Syria, Jordan, Palestine and Iraq. 

They took Egypt from the Byzantine Empire and overthrew the Sassanian Empire in Persia. Muslims 
came to rule most of Spain and Central Asia up to the borders of China.  

 •   Generally, conquered peoples were not forced to become Muslims. Many continued to practise other 
religions.  

 •   Muslim expansion threatened Christian states. Constantinople, the capital of the Byzantine Empire, with-
stood Arab sieges during the 670s and in 717. In 718, the Bulgarians blocked Arab advances into south-
eastern Europe and, in 732, the Franks stopped the Muslim advance into France.  

 •   In the ninth century, Muslim armies pushed into southern Italy.    
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  SOURCE 1  A map showing the spread of Islam by 750 CE. The Byzantine Empire was an Orthodox Christian 
empire.  
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 1.5.2 Spreading Christianity 
 The spread of Islam and Christianity in the Early Middle Ages shaped the world we live in today. During 
the sixth century, Christianity gradually spread throughout Europe.  

 Do you want to explore more? Link to  myWorld History Atlas  to explore important 
historical events from different periods and regions of the world.  
  www.myworldatlas.com.au   

 �   Spread of Islam  
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   SOURCE 2  A map of Europe in 1000 CE. By this time, most of Europe had converted to Christianity.   
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 Christianity became the state religion of the Roman Empire in 391 CE. It had spread throughout the 
Roman Empire and into Ethiopia and Nubia (now known as Sudan) in Africa by the time Rome fell. 
Islam overwhelmed Christian rule in the Middle East and North Africa but Christianity was to spread 
through Europe during the Early Middle Ages. 
 •    The Germanic kingdoms that replaced Roman rule all became Christian, beginning with the Goths in the 

fourth century and ending with the Franks, whose king, Clovis I, was converted in 479 CE.  
 •   Christianity had been brought to Britain during the Roman occupation, and Ireland was converted in the 

fi fth century.  
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  SOURCE 3  A high cross at 
Drumcliffe, Ireland. St Columcille 
founded a Christian monastery at 
this site in 547 CE. The carvings on 
the cross represent scenes from the 
Bible. They were originally painted 
in bright colours.  

  SOURCE 4  The broken round tower of a monastery at 
Drumcliffe on the west coast of Ireland. Irish  monks  used 
such towers for storage, as bell towers, as lookouts from 
which Viking ships could be spotted and as refuges in times of 
Viking raids.  

 •   Christian missionaries began converting Anglo-Saxons in 
England and the Frisians in the Netherlands in the late 
seventh century.  

 •   Christianity expanded further when Charles the Great, 
known as Charlemagne, came to be king of the Franks in 
768 CE. He crushed the Saxons in Germany and forced 
them to become Christians, defeated the Lombards in 
Italy, attacked the Muslim Moors in Spain and crushed 
the Avars.  

 •   Charlemagne united much of France, Italy and Germany 
under the Carolingian Empire. In 800 CE, the Pope crowned 
him ‘Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire’. However, Char-
lemagne’s empire broke up quickly after his death.  

 •   From 793 CE, Vikings attacked Christian settlements. They 
sacked  monasteries  and churches and carried off Christian 
prisoners to be sold as slaves.  

 •   By the end of the Early Middle Ages, Europe was almost 
completely Christian. The Bulgarian Empire adopted 
 Christianity in 864 CE. Byzantine priests converted the 
Russians of Kiev Rus about 990 CE. In approximately 
1000 CE, the Magyars and Vikings became Christians and 
Viking raids ended.        
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  1.6  A different way of life 
 1.6.1 Life in the countryside 
 In Europe during the Early Middle Ages, smaller, weaker states replaced the Roman Empire. A new kind of 
 self-suffi cient  society developed. Some big cities declined while others grew and population levels changed. 
There was less trade and learning; wars were frequent and destructive; and plagues could be devastating. 

 Agriculture 
 As the Roman Empire collapsed, landowners could no longer prevent their slaves from leaving. The huge 
plantations worked mostly by slaves broke down and, about 500 CE, the amount of farmed land shrank. 
But between 700 and 1000 CE, farm production grew. Warmer weather during those centuries probably 
helped. From about 800 CE, a new way of farming, known as the three-fi eld system, developed on the 
manors of big landowners. 

 A new social system 
 Local power and loyalties replaced the central power of the former Western Roman Empire. The new states 
did not have ancient Rome’s power to collect taxes and to keep professional armies, so kings depended 
on local landowners to fi ght for them. This made big landowning families increasingly powerful and local 

 DID YOU KNOW? 
 In 607 CE, the Bishop of Rome, Boniface III, became the fi rst leader of the Christian Church to use the title 
‘Pope’. The Byzantine Empire did not recognise his authority and held that the Byzantine Emperor was the 
Church’s head. 

 Do you want to explore more? Link to  myWorld History Atlas  to explore important 
historical events from different periods and regions of the world.  
  www.myworldatlas.com.au   

 �   Medieval Christendom
 � Holy Roman Empire  

 1.5 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note : Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check your understanding  
1.    Using the information in this spread and  Source 1 : 

(a)    list the Muslim states in Europe in 1000 CE  
(b)   name the ‘barbarian’ groups that became Christian between the fourth and seventh centuries  
(c)   identify which other European peoples converted to Christianity by 1000 CE.     

 Apply your understanding  
2.    Look closely at  Source 2  and form a hypothesis to explain why the high cross was covered in brightly 

painted carvings of scenes from the Bible. ( Hint:  Very few people could read.)  
3.   Study  Source 3 . 

(a)    How would its shape and height have made the tower a refuge from raiding Vikings?  
(b)   Why do you think the tower’s lowest opening is high above the ground?  
(c)   How would this feature have helped to protect the Christians of the monastery?     
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  SOURCE 2  A statue of 
Charlemagne in Aacher, Germany  

rulers weaker. With such changes came feudalism. Under the feudal social system, peasants worked land 
and received protection in return for serving a landowner — usually a lord or a knight. The landowner held 
land in return for serving a king. 

 1.6.2 Population 
 At the beginning of the Early Middle Ages, population levels fell because of wars, shrinking food 
 production, epidemics and loss of jobs in manufacturing and trade. In 542 CE, over 230 000 people died 
of a plague in Constantinople. This same epidemic may have killed 100 million people worldwide. How-
ever,  from the sixth century, population levels rose and they continued to rise until the early fourteenth 
century.  
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  SOURCE 1  A map of cities in Europe, western Asia and North Africa in 528 CE  
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 1.6.3 Literacy and learning 
 Charlemagne was the fi rst ‘Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire’ 
(see  subtopic 1.5 ). He made his capital, Aachen, a great centre of 
learning. However, in most of western Europe during much of the 
Early Middle Ages, learning survived only in monasteries. 

 In contrast, literacy and the learning of ancient Greece and 
Rome were kept alive in the Byzantine Empire. In the same period, 
Islamic societies experienced a golden age of learning as ancient 
books from Egypt, Greece, Rome, Persia and India were translated 
into Arabic. This helped the Islamic world to advance further in 
science and medicine than Christian Europe.  
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 1.6.4 Cities and trade 
 Under the Roman Empire, cities had administered provinces, raised taxes and been centres for trade and the 
production of goods. Cities no longer served these purposes, and so their populations declined. However, 
by the tenth century, many European cities were growing again. Trade became diffi cult because there was 
no longer a big and powerful central state to construct and maintain roads. Wars and lawlessness also made 
it dangerous to travel or transport goods over long distances. By the eighth century, Europe’s trade had 
fallen to a tiny fraction of the level of the fi rst century. This was partly because Muslim  expansion had cut 
Europe’s trade routes to the east. In contrast, Islam’s network of caravan trade routes was huge.      
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  SOURCE 3  A map of cities in Europe, western Asia and North Africa in 
1000 CE  
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 DID YOU KNOW? 
 Arab conquests in Central Asia and Africa gave Muslims control of gold and silver mines. Some of this wealth 
was used to purchase weapons, timber, furs and slaves from Europe. Vikings supplied the slaves by kidnapping 
people during raids. European merchants did the buying and selling that delivered the slaves to the Arabs. 

 1.6 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note : Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check your understanding  
1.    Explain the meaning of these words: 

(a)    self-suffi cient  
(b)   slaves  
(c)   epidemic.    
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  1.7  Power, society and religion 
 1.7.1 Rulers, the people and war 
 Later medieval times saw the growing power of rulers and big landowners, increased inequality, the further 
spread of major religions and an increase in the scale and destructiveness of warfare. 

 Rulers and the people 
 Under feudal systems in medieval times, kings were at the top of societies. In many kingdoms, all land 
theoretically belonged to the king. The next most powerful class was made up of tenants-in-chief (big noble 
landowners). They were followed by sub-tenants (knights and lesser clergy). Each of these groups received 
lands from those above them in return for serving or fi ghting. At the bottom of society were the peasants, 
who worked to provide a surplus for those above them.  

 Inequality was common to all medieval civilisations. In most societies, slaves were only a small propor-
tion of the population. However, by around the tenth century,  serfdom  became the lot of most peasants. 
Conditions varied from place to place, but generally, serfdom meant that peasants were not free to leave 
the land. It also meant that feudal lords had the right to force serfs to work for them, to tax them and to 
place other burdens on them. It was a kind of slavery that ended in most of western Europe by the fi fteenth 
century, but continued in eastern Europe and much of Asia and Africa until much later. 

2.   At the start of the Early Middle Ages, what happened to the ancient Roman farming system of plantations 
worked by slaves? Why?  

3.   How did farming change from about 700 CE?  
4.   Why were the new states in western Europe unable to raise taxes and employ permanent armies as the 

Roman Empire had done?  
5.   Who had power and who lacked it under feudalism?  
6.   List reasons why population levels fell in the fi rst centuries of the Early Middle Ages.  
7.   Explain why the lands of the Muslim empires were more advanced than Europe in sciences 

and medicine.   

 Apply your understanding  
8.    Look at  Source 1 . 

(a)    Describe the way Charlemagne is portrayed in this statue.  
(b)   What were his achievements that would have led to him being considered worthy of such a statue? You 

may need to also refer to the spread 1.5 Religions on the move to answer this question.    
9.   Compare  Sources 2  and  3 . 

(a)    List the cities with populations over 23 000 people in the year 528 CE.  
(b)   List the cities with populations over 23 000 in the year 1000 CE.  
(c)   Which of the second group of cities were under Christian control?  
(d)   Which of the second group of cities were under Muslim control?  
(e)   As cities were centres of trade and learning, what conclusions can you draw about changes in trade and 

learning in the Muslim and Christian worlds during the Early Middle Ages?    
10.   Use the internet to fi nd out how often epidemics occurred during the Early Middle Ages and what effects 

these epidemics had on population levels.   

     Complete this digital doc:   Worksheet 1.3: Lifestyle Changes    

  RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY   
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 War 
 Wars continued to be frequent and many were 
fought on a bigger scale. New technologies made 
them even more destructive. The invention of the 
stirrup enabled heavily armed knights to fi ght on 
horseback. New weapons such as the crossbow 
and longbow caused high casualties. Castles and 
walled cities offered some protection until gun-
powder was adopted for war. By the fourteenth 
century, wealthy kings could hire  mercenary  
armies to fi ght their rivals and crush rebellious 
nobles by using cannons to smash castle walls. 
Peasants were the main victims — armies killed 
and maimed them, stole their food and animals, 
and destroyed fi elds and villages. 

 1.7.2 Religion and rulers 
 Traditional local religions declined due to the spread 
of Islam, Christianity and Buddhism. Increasingly, 
rulers claimed to be chosen by gods. In Christian 
Europe, kings claimed to rule by ‘divine right’; that 
is, they were God’s chosen representatives on Earth. 
In Africa and in the Buddhist and Hindu kingdoms 
of Asia, rulers claimed to be semi-gods. 

The sub-tenants allocated spare land to the
  PEASANTRY, who paid for the use of this land by:
 •  working the knight’s or the lord’s land as well as
           their own
  •  paying taxes in the form of crops.

The TENANTS-IN-CHIEF (lords and bishops):
 •  provided fully equipped knights to serve 40 days per year in the
     monarch’s army
  •  provided the king with money, advice and prayers as appropriate.

The SUB-TENANTS (knights and lesser clergy) received land from
  the tenants-in-chief in return for:
 •  fighting wars for the king or praying for his success
  •  guarding and protecting the person and property
             of the tenant-in-chief.

The MONARCH gave land to the tenants-in-chief who paid rent in the
  form of continuing loyalty and military support.

  SOURCE 1  A diagram showing the organisation of medieval society under feudalism. From the tenth century, 
increasing numbers of peasants were serfs.  

  SOURCE 2  Detail from medieval Italian artist Fra 
Angelico’s  The Last Judgement , 1432–35  
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In societies where rulers claimed such powers, religious leaders usually supported them. This meant that 
attempts to overthrow a ruler could be seen as rebellion against a society’s god or gods. In Christian Europe, 
priests taught ordinary people that their unequal position in society was God’s will and that they must accept 
it. Generally, people did as the Church told them. Life was short and the promise of heaven offered hope of 
a better life after death. The threat of burning in hell was a big incentive to obey the Church. However, such 
threats did not prevent nobles and kings waging war against one another. Nor did they prevent members of 
royal families murdering each other to gain power.

1.7 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check your understanding
1. Explain what it meant to be a serf.
2. Why do you think rulers claimed to be chosen by gods or to themselves be semi-gods?
3. Suggest why rulers might have felt less fear of hell than their subjects felt.
4. Who suffered in wars regardless of who won?
5. In small groups, discuss what you think each social class in a feudal society would have gained from 

religious ideas.

Apply your understanding
6. Referring to Source 1, identify how people in each level of medieval society benefitted from those in the level 

below them.
7. Study Source 2.

(a) Who created this source?
(b) For what reasons might it have been created?
(c) Describe the tortures suffered by the sinners in this depiction of hell.
(d) How do you think believing in the possibility of such an afterlife would affect people’s behaviour?

8. Imagine that you are a peasant living under feudalism. Design a poster listing complaints that you would like 
to make about your situation.

DID YOU KNOW?
In 1054 CE, the Christian Church split, creating a division that has lasted to the present. Western Europe 
followed the Catholic Church while most of eastern Europe followed the Orthodox Church.

 Complete this digital doc: Worksheet 1.4: Who had the power?

RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY

1.8 Later medieval Europe
1.8.1 Later medieval Europe
The map of Europe changed often during later medieval times. Kings of strong states increased their power 
while some new kingdoms also became powerful. From 1095 CE, Europe launched Crusades to take the 
Holy Land from the Muslims (see Topic 4). Crusader states were set up in the Middle East, but Acre, the 
last crusader stronghold, fell to the Muslims in 1291. By the end of the Middle Ages, Christians had driven 
the Muslims out of Spain. However, Muslims came to dominate Europe’s Balkan Peninsula.
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 Western Europe 
 In 1066, William, Duke of Normandy, invaded and conquered England with an army of Norman knights. 
In the following centuries, Norman England invaded Ireland, conquered Wales and fought to dominate 
Scotland. From 1337, England fought the Hundred Years’ War with France over English claims to the 
French throne. The war saw the weakening of the power of feudal lords because kings came increasingly 
to depend on standing armies of peasant infantry armed with longbows, rather than mounted knights. From 
1445 to 1485, England was divided by civil war (the War of the Roses) over rival claims to its throne. 

 Southern Europe 
 In the eleventh and thirteenth centuries, the Muslims were driven out of Spain, Portugal and southern Italy. 
The last stage was the capture of Muslim Granada in 1492. In Italy, independent city-states grew wealthy 
through control of trade in the Mediterranean Sea. 
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  SOURCE 1  A map of Europe in 1328  
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 The Byzantine Empire and the Balkans 
 In the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the Byzantine Empire was powerful. However, Bulgaria had a suc-
cessful rebellion in 1185 and crusaders captured Constantinople in 1204. The Byzantine Empire disap-
peared when the Ottoman Turks captured Constantinople in 1453. By the end of the Middle Ages, the 
Turks controlled the entire Balkan Peninsula. 

 Central Europe 
 Throughout later medieval times, the area that is now  Germany and other modern central European states 
formed the Holy Roman Empire. It was made up of several kingdoms, principalities and city-states. Hun-
gary became powerful and Poland formed a huge state through a union with Lithuania, the last part of 
Europe to be converted to Christianity. 

 Eastern Europe 
 In the thirteenth century, the Mongols (Tartars) from Central Asia invaded eastern Europe, conquering 
huge areas of Russia and creating  vassal states . In the sixteenth century, the Tartars were driven out of 
Russia.     

 1.8 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note : Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check your understanding  
1.    Using  Source 1  and the information in this spread, answer the following questions. 

(a)    Against which countries did Norman England make war?  
(b)   How did the Hundred Years’ War change the nature of medieval warfare?  
(c)   When were the Muslims driven out of most of south-western Europe?  
(d)   Who controlled the Balkan Peninsula after the fall of Constantinople?  
(e)   What were the main states in central Europe?  
(f)   Which part of Europe was controlled by the Mongols in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries?     

 Apply your understanding  
2.    Create a timeline of events in Europe during later medieval times using the dates and references in this 

spread.  
3.   Outline the conclusions you can draw from your timeline about territory gained or lost in medieval Europe by 

Christians and Muslims.   

     Complete this digital doc:   Worksheet 1.5: Confl ict, conquest and change    

  RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY   

 Do you want to explore more? Link to  myWorld History Atlas  to explore important 
historical events from different periods and regions of the world.  
  www.myworldatlas.com.au   

 �   Invasion of Britain
 � Byzantine Empire  
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  1.9  New migrations, invasions and empires 
 1.9.1 Movements in Asia and the Pacifi c 
 Outside the Islamic and Christian worlds, other peoples were on the move. From about the eighth century, 
great migrations and invasions took place and new empires arose far from the old centres of civilisation. 

 East Asia 
 On the islands of Japan, a social system developed that 
was similar in many ways to European feudalism. From 
794 to 1192, the powerful Fujiwara family dominated 
Japan. Rulers depended on local lords called daimyo to 
control local areas (see  Topic 8 ). 

 In China, the Tang dynasty fell in 907 because 
of rebellion and invasions by nomads. The  Chinese 
empire fell apart until its southern territories were 
restored under the Song dynasty (960–1279). 
Under the Song, China experienced a golden age in 
 literature, the arts and sciences, and produced new 
 inventions  including  gunpowder and printing with 
moveable type.  

 South and South-East Asia 
 From the seventh century, most of India was divided 
into Hindu kingdoms that were often at war with each 
other. However, Muslims from Afghanistan came to 
dominate the north-west. By 1206, they had captured 
most of northern India, which became known as the 
Delhi sultanate. 

 Indian traditions also infl uenced civilisations that 
emerged in much of South-East Asia from the sixth 
century. This region came to be dominated by the 
Khmer Empire with its centre at Angkor in Cambodia 
from the beginning of the ninth century to the early 
fourteenth century. Distinct from the rest of South-East 
Asia, northern Vietnam was strongly infl uenced by Chinese culture, as it was part of the Chinese empire 
from the fourth century until it broke away and formed the state of Dai Viet in 939. 

 The Pacifi c 
 Also during this period, and unknown to the peoples of the continents, there were big movements of Poly-
nesian peoples who navvigated over vast distances across the Pacifi c Ocean. Their fi rst migrations probably 
started from Malaya and Indonesia. Polynesians left no written records, but it is believed they reached 
Easter Island and Hawaii about 500 CE and New Zealand about 1000 CE (see  Topic 9 ).  

  SOURCE 1  The Longhua pagoda in Shanghai 
is a seven-storey Buddhist temple. It was 
constructed in the tenth century during the Song 
dynasty.  

 Do you want to explore more? Link to  myWorld History Atlas  to explore important 
historical events from different periods and regions of the world.  
  www.myworldatlas.com.au   

 �   Japan under the Shoguns
 � Khmer Empire
 � Polynesian expansion  
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  SOURCE 3   The sacking of Suzdal by Batu Khan . This illustration 
is from a sixteenth century Russian chronicle. In February 1223, 
Suzdal, the capital of a Russian principality, was captured by a 
Mongol army led by Batu Khan and burned to the ground.  

 1.9.2 The rise of the 
Mongol Empire 
 Arguably the most amazing event of 
these times was the eruption of hordes 
of ferocious mounted warriors from 
Central Asia. In 1206 CE, a chief 
called Temujin became  khaghan  of the 
Mongol and Turkic tribes. He took the 
title Genghis  Khan  and united the tribes 
into a disciplined army that fell upon 
surrounding civilisations, killing and 
conquering over an enormous distance. 

 Why did the Mongols conquer? 
 Why did a group of nomads who lived in 
tents and herded horses, sheep and cattle 
set out to overwhelm great civilisations 
all the way from eastern Asia to eastern 
Europe and North Africa? One theory is 
that the Mongols needed to expand the 
territory they controlled. Low rainfall had 
reduced the amount of grass available for 
their stock, and the Jin and Xia dynas-
ties that controlled northern China had 
cut off the trade upon which the Mon-
gols depended. These states and China 
became Genghis Khan’s fi rst targets for 
invasion. 

 How did the Mongols conquer? 
 The Mongols were successful con-
querors for several reasons. As they 
conquered other societies, they took 
some of the defeated men into their 
own armies; foremost among these were 
the Turkic Uighurs. The Mongols used 
cavalry, consisting of lightly-armed, 
fast-moving archers and  lancers . They 
used giant catapults to bombard town 
and city walls. But their main weapon 
was terror. If a city or town refused to 
surrender, the Mongols would massacre 
everyone. It is possible that 90 per cent 
of Eastern Persia’s population died in 
Mongol invasions. Many millions were 
also killed in China and Russia.  

   SOURCE 2  From the Muslim scholar Ibn al-Athir,  The Complete 
History , written c. 1231 

 This thing involves … the greatest catastrophe … which befell 
all men generally, and the Muslims in particular … 

 For … these  Tatars  spared none, slaying women and men 
and children, ripping open pregnant women and killing unborn 
babies … 

 Tatars conquered most of the habitable globe, and the best, 
the most fl ourishing and most populous part … in about a year; 
nor did any country escape their devastations which did not 
fearfully expect them and dread their arrival. 

 Moreover they need no … supplies, for they have with them 
sheep, cows, horses … the fl esh of which they eat … 

 Stories have been related to me … as to the terror of the 
Tatars … so it is said that a single one of them would enter 
a village or a quarter wherein were many people, and would 
continue to slay them one after another, none daring to stretch 
forth his hand against this horseman …  
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 1.9.3 Mongol conquests  
 China 
 Genghis Khan advanced into China in 1207 after defeating the Jin and the Xia empires north of China. His 
grandson, Kublai Khan, completed the invasion in 1260 and founded the Mongolian Yuan dynasty. In 1368, 
the Chinese rebelled and founded the Ming dynasty. Over the next thirty years, the Chinese drove the Mongols 
out. Under Ming, China’s prosperity was restored, manufacturing and trade increased, and thousands of peas-
ants were conscripted to build vast palaces and to strengthen the Great Wall.  
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  SOURCE 4  A map of the Mongol Empire near its peak in 1280  
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 Japan 
 In 1281, Kublai Khan sent a huge fl eet with 150 000 soldiers to invade Japan. While the Japanese were 
desperately fi ghting to prevent the landing, a typhoon destroyed the Mongol fl eet. 

 South-East Asia 
 The rulers of several states decided that it was better to become vassal states and pay tribute to the Mongols 
rather than be conquered. These states included Burma, the Khmer Empire and some Thai states. 

 DID YOU KNOW? 
 In China, Kublai Khan and his successors encouraged painting, theatre, and advances in science, engineering 
and medicine. They employed Confucian scholars and Buddhist monks as advisers; oversaw the construction 
of palaces, roads and postal stations; and encouraged travel, trade and the exchange of ideas between the 
East and the West. 
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 India 
 Mongol forces led by Timur the Lame captured Delhi and massacred its people in 1398. After Timur left, 
India broke up into warring states. In 1526, Babur, another descendant of Genghis Khan, defeated India’s 
Hindu and Muslim kings and founded the Mughal dynasty. 

 Eastern Europe 
 In 1218, Genghis Khan ordered his generals to complete China’s conquest while he led other Mongol 
forces west. Mongol armies invaded Russia and penetrated eastern Europe as far as Hungary and Poland by 
1241. Lithuania, Bulgaria and Serbia became vassal states. 

 Western Asia 
 Other Mongol armies invaded the Muslim lands of western Asia, including Persia. They destroyed the 
Abbasid Muslim dynasty and occupied its capital, Baghdad, in 1285. 

 1.9.4 The Mongol Empire and its collapse 
 The Mongol Empire was the largest  contiguous  empire in human history. At its peak, it was four times the 
size reached by the Roman Empire. The Mongols encouraged trade because of the benefi ts it brought them, 
and they tolerated different religions. Their own religion was  shamanism  but they provided tax benefi ts to 
Buddhist, Daoist, Islamic and Christian clergy to win support. 

 The collapse 
 After Genghis Khan’s death, his empire was divided between his sons and grandsons, creating four 
khanates . From 1269, the khanates often fought each other. There was also division within khanates as 
some Mongols wanted to adopt the settled ways of the people they ruled while others wanted to keep their 
nomadic traditions. Gradually, the Mongols lost control of lands they had conquered.     

 1.9 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note : Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check your understanding  
1.    Why was the Song dynasty considered a golden age in China?  
2.   Which older civilisations infl uenced the kingdoms of South-East Asia?  
3.   Use an atlas to fi nd how far Polynesian peoples spread across the Pacifi c.  
4.   What were the Mongols’ motives for invading countries in the beginning of the thirteenth century?  
5.   How were the Mongols able to overwhelm many great civilisations?  
6.   Why were the Mongols tolerant of different religions in their empire?   

 Apply your understanding  
7.    Use  Sources 2  and  3  to answer the following questions and to support your answers. 

(a)    How did the Mongols strike fear into their enemies?  
(b)   Why were Mongol armies able to advance without waiting for supplies?    

8.   Study  Source 4  and compare it with maps of modern-day Asia and Europe. 
(a)    Which modern-day countries occupy the land controlled by each of the Mongol khanates in 1280?  
(b)   Name the places outside the Mongol khanates that were attacked by Mongol armies.     

 Do you want to explore more? Link to  myWorld History Atlas  to explore important 
historical events from different periods and regions of the world.  
  www.myworldatlas.com.au   

 �   Mongol Empire  
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1.10 SkillBuilder: Identifying continuity and change
1.10.1 What is meant by continuity and change in history?
During any period of history, things change. Some of these changes happen quickly and others occur very 
slowly. Regardless of the speed of change, it is rare to break completely with the past. The term ‘conti-
nuity’ refers to ways in which things from the past continue to influence the present.

Why identify continuity and change?
In modern times some events appear to mark a complete break with the past. For example, people have 
carried out revolutions to create new societies that would be free from past wrongs. However, the attitudes 
of the past often carry over into the present and things do not change as people intended. In the period 
between ancient and early modern times, there are many examples of both change and continuity in ideas, 
attitudes, technologies and the ways in which societies were organised.

1.10.2 How to identify continuity and change
When you study developments in history, you can recognise change and continuity by asking the following 
questions.
1. What kind of development was this? For example; was it a change in beliefs, in who held power, in 

transport, in trade or in entertainment?
2. What was the situation before the change?
3. Why did the change occur?
4. What was different after the change?
5. What was the same after the change?

An example
In this example, the five questions outlined in subtopic 1.10.2 have been applied to Source 1.

SOURCE 1 From Hugh Trevor-Roper, The Rise of Christian Europe, Thames & Hudson, London, 1966, pp. 
113–14. This source suggests that improvements in farming technology contributed to the population growth in 
Europe from the eleventh century.

One such improvement [in medieval farming technology] … was probably in the method of ploughing. The 
original plough used in the Middle East and the Mediterranean was a light ‘scratch plough’, a downward-
pointing spike drawn by two oxen, first in one direction, then crosswise, over a square plot of land. This 
was sufficient for those light, dry soils. But on the damp, heavy soil of northern Europe such a plough was 
inadequate except for light, well-drained uplands. Consequently agriculture was at first applied only to very 
limited areas. But gradually, in the Dark Ages [Early Middle Ages], a new type of plough became general in 
northern Europe. This was a heavy plough with a … ploughshare set to cut into the earth and a ‘mouldboard’ 
to turn the sod sideways and form a ridge and furrow, thereby draining as well as digging the ground.

1. What kind of development was this? This development was a change in medieval farming technology.
2. What was the situation before the change? Using the kind of plough that was developed in the Middle 

East and Mediterranean, people in northern Europe could plough the soil and grow crops only on the 
drier uplands. This limited agriculture.

 Complete this digital doc: Worksheet 1.6: Changes in Asia and the Pacific

RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY
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3.    Why did the change occur?  The change was necessary because the old ploughs did not work in heavy, 
wet soils. People wanted to be able to farm on these types of soils.  

4.    What was different after the change?  The heavy, wet soils could be used to grow more crops, and so 
the population grew.  

5.    What was the same after the change?  People were still using ploughs pulled by teams of animals.   

     Complete this digital doc:   Worksheet 1.7: Identifying continuity and change    

  RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY   

 1.10.3 Developing my skills 
   Examine Sources 2 and 3. Considering them together, ask the above fi ve questions to identify change and 
continuity in another aspect of medieval life.     

  1.11  Review 
 1.11.1 Review 
 The world changed signifi cantly in the period from about 650 to the 1400s. Huge migrations and invasions 
took place along with the spread of two powerful religions: Christianity and Islam. There were changes in 
the way agriculture was practised. New states and social systems rose and fell. Populations declined due to 
great confl icts and epidemics, and increased because of changes in technology and learning. 

  KEY TERMS        
Caucasus the region where Europe meets Asia between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea
Contiguous adjoining, where its parts are not separated by other states or oceans
Epidemic large-scale spread of a disease

  SOURCE 2  Clifford’s Tower in York, England. Built in 
the thirteenth century, it replaced an earlier wooden 
motte-and-bailey castle (a man-made hill with a 
wooden fort on top) constructed under William 
the Conqueror in the eleventh century. Motte-and-
bailey castles were easy to destroy so none of them 
remain today. Because Clifford’s Tower was built 
on the site of the original castle, it enables us to 
imagine how a motte-and-bailey castle might have 
appeared.  

  SOURCE 3  The later medieval walls of the city of Kotor 
in Montenegro  
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Gaul most of present-day France and Belgium
Holy Land land in the Middle East which has significant importance for Christians, Muslims and Jews
Judaism the religion of the Jewish people
Khaghan (khan) title of rulers in Central Asia 
Khanate territory ruled by a khan
Lancers mounted troops armed with lances (spear-like weapons used when charging)
Mercenary a soldier who fights for money rather than for patriotic reasons
Monastery a place where Christian monks lived
Nomadic moving around from place to place
Pax Romana the peace enforced by ancient Rome within its empire
peasant a farmer, usually a tenant, who worked the estates of a landowner
Self-sufficient able to provide for its own needs
Serfdom the position of peasants who were not free to leave the land they worked
Shamanism Central Asian religion based on a belief in many gods in the natural world and the power of 
shamans (priests) to influence these gods
Steppe a vast plain without trees
Vassal state a state whose ruler acknowledges a foreign ruler as his overlord

1.11 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly

Multiple choice quiz

Short answer quiz
1. Where did the Goths, Vandals, Burgundians and Franks come from?
2. Where did Islam begin?
3. What made the rulers of the states that replaced the Western Roman Empire relatively weak?
4. Which two civilisations kept ancient Greek and Roman learning alive while this knowledge declined in 

western Europe?
5. What problems did the Vikings and Magyars cause for other peoples in the ninth and tenth centuries?
6. Why did Europe’s trade decline in the Early Middle Ages while trade in the Muslim world  

expanded?
7. Name three medieval changes in technology that increased food production.
8. How did feudalism work?
9. Where did the expansion of the Polynesian peoples take place?

10. Who were the Khmers?
11. How big was the Mongol Empire?
12. Who was Kublai Khan?

Apply your understanding
In medieval times, most people probably never travelled more than a few kilometres from their homes. Few 
could afford to travel, many were not free to do so, and travel was dangerous and slow.
However, three people who travelled enormous distances were:
• Ibn Battuta, a Muslim from Morocco
• Marco Polo, an Italian Christian from Venice
• Zheng-He, a Chinese admiral.

Working in small groups, choose one of these three travellers. Use the internet and your library  
to produce:
13. a report that includes a summary of the traveller’s journey (when he departed and returned, reasons for the 

journey, where he went, the difficulties and dangers he encountered, how we know about his travels) and a 
map of the journey
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14.   four postcards. There were, of course, no postcards in medieval times, but for this task imagine you are 
your chosen traveller and you need to write home. 
(a)    Choose four key ports, towns or cities along your route.  
(b)   Address each postcard from one of these places to friends or family at home.  
(c)   Include information like your means of transportation, how long your trip is taking, unusual sights and 

dangers, and some general information about the place from which you are sending the postcard.    
15.   Who do you think is represented by the central fi gures in  Source 1 ?  
16.   How do you think such images would have infl uenced ordinary people in medieval times?  
17.   For what reasons might medieval rulers have encouraged religious devotion?  
18.   What role do you think the kinds of defences shown in  Source 2  would have played in Constantinople’s 

survival until 1453?  

19.   Why could the fall of Constantinople be considered a major event in history?   

 Back to the big questions 
  At the beginning of this chapter several big questions were posed. Use the knowledge you have gained to 
answer these questions. 
1.    How did societies change during the period between ancient and early modern times?  
2.   How did beliefs and values infl uence societies in this period?  
3.   What were the relationships between rulers and people?  
4.   How did contact and confl ict occur between different societies?  
5.   What people, groups and ideas from this period have infl uenced the modern world?   

     Try out these interactivites:   A world in change crossword

A world in change timeline           

    Complete these digital docs:    Worksheet 1.8: The medieval legacy

Worksheet 1.9: Crossword

Worksheet 1.10: Summing up

Worksheet 1.11: Refl ection                            

  RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY   

  SOURCE 1  A sculpture above the doorway of a 
Catholic monastery in Dubrovnik, Croatia  

   SOURCE 2  A surviving section of the medieval city 
walls of Constantinople (now Istanbul, Turkey) 
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